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Excellence and Service
Gamma Beta Phi

Gamma Beta Phi
promotes the growth
of leadership, scholarship, and character
in studea.
—Michael Walker
President

amma Beta Phi was an honor and
service organization for students in colleges and universities throughout the
United Stastudentshe objectives of the society as stated in its constitution were to
recognize and encourage excellence in education; to promote the development of
leadership ability and character in its members; and to foster, disseminate, and improve education through appropriate service projects.
The name 'Gamma Beta Phi' was
derived from the initial letters of the Greek
words for education, life, and friendship.
These letters signified that education and
friendship constituted the basis of a full and
happy life. The motto of Gamma Beta Phi
was "Progress per Eruiditionem" (progress
through education), and its watchwords
were scholarship, service, and character.
Gamma Beta Phi was instituted on
March 22, 1964, by a group of college
educators. By 1994, the organization had
expanded to around 80 chapters nationwide with an overall membership of around
30,000 students. The chapter at Georgia
Tech was the sixth to be chartered nationally. Gamma Beta PhiI-BOwaself-govrni za
tion. Each chapter sent delegates to the
annual state convention and to the yearly

Alpha Chi Sigma
Alpha (hi Sigma was a chemistry fraternity that strived for the
academic advancement of Chemistry as a science and a profession. The fraternity encouraged excellence while maintaining a
healthy social balance.
Left to Right, Row One: John Robinson, Serena Yang, Sandy Coleman,

Wendy Windsor, Barbara Bateman, Janet Cobb, Brian Thurwood, Lynn
Foxall, Samantha Yang, Karen Bennett. Row Two: Jennifer Wagner,
Glenn Scott, Eduardo Villalobos, Vicky Pickens, Barry West, Will
Yancy, Tom Wynn, Wendy Sudderth. Photo by SPI.
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national convention. The national se
was made up of an advisor and a student
from each chapter and was the legal and
controlling agency of the organization.
Gamma Beta Phi did not just "preach"
service, they backed their beliefs with action. The society was involved in various
community service projects in and around
metro Atlanta. A canned food drive for the
Atlanta food bank, a blood drive for the
Red Cross, a "Toys for Tots" drive, a literacy drive at Techwood, campus recycling
awareness, and support for Habitat for
Humanity were among the activities the
society participated in. Gamma Beta Phi
members also visited Ashton Woods nursing home, an Atlanta children's shelter,
and Shepard's spinal clinic to provide support for those less fortunate.
During 1994, the society was involved
in many social activities. These activities
were aimed at increasing membership. The
society held pizza meetings every quarter.
In addition, quarterly guest speakers talked
on issues ranging from graduate school to
Olympic related changes on the campus.
The 1994 members enjoyed the satisfaction of active participation in meaningful service projects and camaraderie with
other honor students

ice President, Cecilia Curry,
\
V presides over a meeting.
Gamma Beta Phi planned service
projects for the local community
and Georgia Tech at these meetings. Photo by Charles Clinton.
Left to Right, Row One: R. Dykman, L. Miller, D. Wilson, K. Dean, J. White, A. McLean, K.
Moore, C. Rodriquez, P. Bailleul. Row Two: L. McDaniel, C. Duong, C. Stewart, J. Curtin,

M. Walker, Unknown, N. Frank, A. Williams, B. Innerarity, A. Turner. Row Three: S.
Deshmukh, D. Nguyen, J. Matthews, W. Vandergrift, M. Mantegna, J. Winn, H. Durden, L.
Martin, R. Benson, A. Blakesbe. Row Four: V. Reynal, M. Lugo, C. Lee, M. Eshileman, C.
Browning, S. Resenhoeft, E. Sukkari, B. Zreloff, S. Nelson, D. McElroy. Row Five: B. Moody,
L. Kawaminami, S. Holland, R. Thomas, S. Holland, P. Chen, J. Preyer, W. Anderson, W.
Welch, Unknown, R. Cowan, S. Lee Park, J. Januzelli, J. Swann, M. S. Floyd, K. Brothers,
R. Turner, M. Wild. Row Six: M. Valenzano, R. Edgar, E. Gramling, B. Schuh, A. Bolles,
B. O'Neal, S. Liu, C. Laney, R. Ghorieshi, J. Janowsky, R. Chu, L. Saldano, S. Morgan, W.
Hightower, M. Haeman, M. Vogt, A. Veedee, C. Sorrells, C. Johnston, T. McCollister, B.
Terhover, D. S. Tucker, K. G. Bee, D. DeBattista, Unknown, F. X. Zhou, J. Quartel, Z. F. Pan,
Ken Peterson. Row Seven: S. Cribb, D. Cot, A. Edlor, H. Belrose, D. Wright, J. Wilhening,
G. Foster, S. Terry, S. Hu, D. Crews, F. Aly4rez, S. Richter, P. Prance, Unknown, 1.
Beharudin, J. Schmitt, J. Ussery, W. Y.Lin, B. Ackroid, C. Wilson, L. Sollars, T. McNeely,
R. Piper, J. Hallman, J. McDaniel, T. Musa, D. Green, N. Jallowk, S. Waid, G. Forrah, B.
Walter, Unknown, M. F. Diaz, S. Petry, B. McNew, C. A. Price, H. Meskinyar, B. Balazs, R.
Groening, K. Zedell. Photo by David Pauli.

Alpha Phi Omega
Alpha Chi Omega was a co-educational service fraternity that
provided services to the campus and community. They helped
out in AIDS Walk Atlanta, the Special Olympics, and the Atlanta
Food Bank. They also sponsored the Ugly Man On Campus
Contest with all proceeds donated to the Egleston Children's
Hospital.

1.1

Left to Right, Row One: Michelle Davis, Angela Sturm, Andrea Knight,
Jennifer Wilson, Amy Luddy, Michelle Burgess, Lynn Foxall. Row Two:
Kathryn Simmons, Stephanie Goff. Row Three: James Shamiyeh, Jim
Daniels, Pete Medley, David Garrett, Jennifer Funk, Wendy Horton, Bill
Garland, Sean Mc Enroe. Row Four: Michael Harris, Pete Thomas, Cleve
Johnston, Doss Powell, Will Nelson, Kelly Brumbelow, Steve Robinson.
Row Five: Jeremy Heiser, Becky Tanner, Steve Proskowetz, Jo Ellen,
Silvia Leyvc, Jonathan Mason, Craig Wesons, Russ Matthis, Jim Coble,
David Skinner. Photo by Allen Turner.
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Q hirley Dodoo studies the Bible.

■—) Students found spiritual
strength from religious studies, activities and groups. Photo by Jean
Chen.

he Catholic Center pro1 vides a place of worship for
Tech students. Many denominations had facilities on campus.
Photo by Jean Chen.

Baha'i Club
Baha'i acquainted those interested with the tenets of the Baha'i
faith by sponsoring such activities as lectures, information
tables, service projects, discussions, formal gatherings, social
activities, and public meetings.
Left to Right, Row One: Maryam Evans, Darioush Charepoo, Charles
McKinney, Hilton Sturisky, Amin Jalali. Row Two: Parker Norton,

Mahtab Mahmoodzadeh, Valerie A. Turner, Sundeep Sunny, Michael
Teske. Row Three: Naysan Nadesi, Wiley Jefferson Jones Ill, Navid
Yazdani, Paul Petersen, Sara Shapiro. Photo by Joel Helms.
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A Higher Power
Religion on Campus

Wy strong beliefs
give me daily guidance and inner
strength.
— Gordon Chen

eorgia Tech catered to thousands of
students from different backgrounds, cultures and societies. Students from all over
the world came to Tech with the common
purpose of acquiring knowledge. Aside
from their common goals, the diversified
Tech student body had different religious
beliefs. From Christians to Muslims and
Jews to Buddhists, Tech student's belonged
to a wide spectrum of beliefs. It was natural
for many different religious organizations
to cater to the specific needs of the students. These organizations assisted students in balancing their academic, social,
cultural, and religious education.
Groups like Campus Crusade for
Christ, Christian Campus Fellowship,
Church of Christ Fellowship, Baptist Student Union, Christian Student Organization, and Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship represented the Christian faith on the
Tech campus. These groups provided an
opportunity for fellowship, Bible study, and
social activity for students. The organizations held regular meetings, lunch programs, and intramurals. They played a key
role in supporting the education of Christian students at Tech.
The Muslim Association of Atlanta
educated the Tech community about the

Islamic culture. The association held regular weekly meetings in which the Holy
Koran was studied and explained. The
organization also sponsored a lecture series
on Islam to educate the Tech student body
about the various aspects of the Islamic
religion. MSA participated in a soccer tournamentduring the International festival.
Chevrat Ha-Negev Chapter of B'nai
Birth Hillel promoted fellowship and education about the Jewish experience on campus. Social activities were also regularly
scheduled at Tech, and rabbis conducted
religious services. The organization also
hosted a lecture on Jewish religious and
cultural customs. The Jewish Educational
Alliance was another organization that explored issues from a Jewish perspective.
Baha'i Club acquainted Tech students with the tenets of the Baha'i faith by
sponsoring projects, discussions, and formal gatherings. The Hindu Students Council promoted an understanding and sharing
of the Hindu culture.
There were a variety of religious organizations that represented students from
the major faiths of the world. These organizations were important in balancing the
lifestyle and development of Georgia Tech
students. tD

B'nai Brith Hillel
Hillel promoted fellowship, education and understanding of the
Jewish experience on campus, with social activities regularly
scheduled. Rabbis conducted all religious services and were
available for counseling. Apart from the regular services, Hillel
formed social connections with other Hillels from other schools.
Left to Right, Row One: Hilton Sturisky, Yaron Seliktar, Rivka Netzel.
Row Two: Meira Katz, Josh Klapper, Oil Crodzinsky, Howard Wolchansky,
Angie Richards, Sara Shapiro, Daniela Edelkind. Photo by Felix Vicente.
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A

member ofORGTuses safety
ropes during a technical rock
climb. The opportunity to learn
the important safety rules of a sport
was one of the benefits of being a
part of ORGT. Photo by ORGT.
C miling and struggling, members of a white water rafting
excursion on the Chattahoochee
River show in their faces the fun
and exhilaration of trips. Photo by
ORGT.

Left to Right, Row One: Scott Zink, Josh Tenenbaum, Jason Lenakos, Clint Rinehart, Will
Reeves, Mark McDonald. Row Two: Ron Kayes, Jeff Cross, Suzi Beaumont, Rick Stepp,
Alicia Slater. Row Three: Gabe Keck, Sheri Harper, John Schultheis. Row Four: David
Cannon, Ryan WoodWard, Craig Champlin, Bryan Palmintier. Row Five: Miller Templeton,
Kevin Miller, Ken Turner. Photo by David Pauli.

Baptist Student Union
BSU allowed students to exercise and grow in their relationship
with Christ on campus and through area churches. This was
accomplished through discipleship groups, Bible studies, a lunch
program, music, weekly meetings, missions, intramural sports,
and daily fellowship in the Baptist Center.
Left to Right, Row One: James Watson, Patrick Thompson, Johna than

McRary, Jochen Katz, Karen Hathaway, Camille Young, Frank Byers
Christy Crook, Chris Raffield, Shawn Davis, Mary Leigh Aycock. Row
Two: Unknown, Greg Schwall, Lisa Wingerd, Amy Collins, Kimberly
Stone, Emely Pawlak, Amy Severance, Elizabeth Gramling, Kristen
Patton, Becky Ivey, Heather Edwards, Jennifer McGinty, Lee Harper.
Row Three: Stephen Martin, Wade George, Anthony Blalock, Gil
Hearn, Geoffrey King, Chris Nichols, Unknown, Ted Cobb, Marshall
Herington, Robert Norris, Kaci Mills, Ben Chen, Shannon Austin, Lori
Metcalf. Row Four: Jeffrey E. Elliott, David Nash, Kevin Johnson, Brian
McDonnell, Glenn M. Williams, Joel Odom, Jason Meeks, Keith
Richardson, Andrew Moore, Russel Ivey, Tim Mullins, Michael Clements,
Bill Tilson, Jody Anderson. Photo by SPI.
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The Ultimate Escape
Outdoor Recreation at Georgia Tech

The time of the your
life...for the price of
a movie.
—

Steve Nichols
President

or many students, the demanding
academic rigors of Georgia Tech were silently suffered during the entire four (or
more) years of college. There did exist,
however, a few adventurous souls who found
the secret formula for dealing with, at least
temporarily, Tech stress. These students
were active participants in ORGT activities.
Outdoor Recreation Georgia Tech
was a program of the Student Athletic
Complex. The organization offered a variety of programs ranging from white water
rafting, canoeing, and kayaking to the technical skill of caving. ORGT participants
also indulged in backpacking, rock-climbing, and skiing.
The programs of ORGT were geared
for the tight budget of college students. For
a very small amount, students were able to
take one of a multitude of exciting classes.
These classes were taught by extremely
talented student leaders. The classes were
offered in backpacking, caving, kayaking,
and rafting. Once students completed their
classes and attained a certain level of pro-

ficiency, they were able to rent specialized
gear and conduct their own trips.
Students were able to become involved by showing up at sub-committee
meetings of the activity they were interested in. These meetings were social gatherings and served as ice-breakers to encourage members to meet new friends with an
interest in similar activities.
ORGT offered once-in-a-lifetime
trips to places such as the Grand Canyon in
Arizona, where Tech students canoed,
rafted, and kayaked on the Colorado river.
Caving trips went to Hueco, and rock climbers traveled to Yosemite for technical and
exciting climbs. Rafting down the six footclass 5 rapid, Bull Sluice, and kayaking
through the Ocoee's Hell-Hole were activities chosen by some members.
Getting involved was easy, as students could go to the new ORGT headquarters at the O'Keefe gymnasium or show
up at an explanatory meeting. Trips, too,
were easy to join, as the ORGT bulletin
board kept students informed about the
planned outings.?

Westminister Christian Fellowship
Formerly known as the Presbyterian Student Center, WCF provided a ministry of hospitality, spiritual nurture and outreach to
the community. Its contributions to the community included a
number of different projects such as the Techwood Tutorial,
projects for Habitat for Humanity, and support for the needy.
Left to Right, Row One: Scott Sirotkin, Mary Yahsh, Ying Lui, Kimberly

Blades, Susan Kilpatrick, Helen Keller, Ruth Ann Francis. Row Two:
Clinton Parker, Becky MacNabb, Roy Eyre, Lance Crimm, Jason Smucker,
Alycia Whitney, Laura Brown. Row Three: Michael Rodgers, Pilar
Planas, Cliff Johnson, Dave Pearce, Stephen S. Smith, Blake Chandler
Penn, Stephen Martin, P.K. Templeton, Steve McWilliams. Photo by
Matt Damrau.
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Discipleship and Service
Christian Campus Fellowship

We emphasize
Bible study and
fellowship as the
keys to Christian
grow.
— Jennifer Borders

eligion, said King Stanislaus I, "has
nothing more to fear than not being sufficiently understood." Christian Campus
Fellowship was an interdenominational organization which helped the students of
Tech understand the Bible and lead their
life as Christians. The organization emphasized humble discipleship designed to
produce leadership and service which would
impact on the campus and local community.
The Christian Campus Fellowship
was founded by Rick Harper, the Christian
Campus minister, in the late eighties. In
only seven years, CCF grew to be one of the
most exciting religious organizations on
campus. Initially the organization met in a
small classroom in the Skiles building. With
increased involvement from Tech students,
the organization purchased a house on
Techwood Drive where they were still located. Each week the ministry provided
devotional luncheons, small group studies,
opportunities for fun and fellowship, and
Bible study and prayer.
Life at college presented many difficult decisions. Emotional struggles and
philosophical questions directed many students to turn to religious organizations.

Christian Student Organization
(SO provided the opportunity to enjoy the fellowship of other
Christians while promoting spiritual growth and serving the
needs of others. It created an environment suitable for fellowships, devotions and Bible studies for its members. CSO also
took part in canned food drives for the needy and a children's
program for area churches.
Left to Right, Row One: Brandon Johnson, Sean Kiss, Toni Larson, Susan
Netherton. Row Two: Darren Farber, Brian I keda, Julie Swann. Photo by
SP.(
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However, unlike many other organizations,
CCF served Tech both as a social and
religious organization. It dealt with problems students had while studying at Tech
and lent a helping hand.
The organization also took a number
of trips. Retreats to Panama City and
Gatlinburg provided a great escape from
the rigors of the Tech life. Friday nights
revolved around ice cream socials and nights
at Stone Mountain. These outings were
aimed at bringing the members closer together. The year started out with members
hardly knowing each other, but by the
year's end, the organization had developed
into a closeknit family.
This past year, CCF was involved in
a number of service projects in and around
Atlanta. These projects helped members
understand the plight of those less fortunate.
The Christian Campus Fellowship
was open to all Tech students interested in
expanding their knowledge of the Bible
and Christianity.4)

T

he CCF house is located on Techwood Drive.
Most CCF meetings and activities were held in
this house. Photo by David Burt.

Left to Right, Row One: C. Roth, T. Smith, D. Tully, M. Sorrow, G. Tsou,
J. Powell. Row Two: J. Laramore, H. Smith, J. Dendy, A. Adams, D.
Wolthuis, R. Harper, C. Rowland, T. Westmoreland, S. Hazelton, G.
Coley, F. Washington, B. Hauser, G. Goodroof. Row Three: J. Anderson,
E. Getty, L. Spilliards, V. Easom, N. Ahoudguhen, S. Cochran, J.
Screven, W. Parker, H. Siv, C. Tully, C. Locke, C. Tilson, D. Putman.
Row Four: A. Granhan, M. V. Ho, A. Roza, J. Borders, D. Kelly, K. Gray,
J. Borders, B. Rhodes, J. May, B. Pearson, D. Wilson, B. Sand, C. Furr, N.
Baker, D. Wiseman, C. Jackson, R. Dickey, J. Plurk. Row Five: R. Nails,
M. Harbison, J. Cook, T. Gruizinga, K. Sims, J. Plunk, A. Blakeske, A.
Saeger, N. McNeely, unknown, P. Hausgen, C. Heggen, C. Treusdell, M.
Brown, L. Alton, KC Timmons, V. Chhang. Row Six: R. Boulware, DJ
Yun, J. Stein, N. Hightower, A. lorillo, C. Jack lin, B. Dunham, G.
Lancaster, L. Miller, P. Angehr. Row Seven: R. Abernathy, G. Dean, L.
Burkett, B. Dixon, C. McFarlin, C. Wall, S. Introne, M. Swanson, R.
Morgan, R. Gregory, W. Stone, M. Chan, C. Gregg, B. Alton. Photo by SPI.
CF members work on a

everal members of CCF enjoy

project to help the less fortunate. Besides Bible study, CCF also
took part in a variety of community
service activities. Photo by CCF.

L...) a social activity. CCF was not

C

only a religious organization, it
also promoted friendships between
fellow members. Photo by CCF.

InterVarsity Christian Fellowship
IVCF encouraged the sharing of the Christian faith and presented
a caring and loving family for its members to grow and mature
as disciples of Jesus Christ. IVCF played intramural sports such
as ultimate frisbee (B-league) and soccer. Community service
involved working with the Summer Hill community in southern
Atlanta and the Pregnancy Problem Center in Hapeville. IVCF
also participated in the Urbana '93 missions conference at the
University of Illinois.
Left to Right: Row One: Nikki Shuman, Andy Malkus, Susan Mahan,
Kristi Landis, Dave Glenn, Becky MacNabb. Row Two: Scott Rumble,
Phil Lohr, Keith Hekman, Dave Darden, Trevis Litherland, Jonathan
Smith, Roy Eyre, James McDaniel. Photo by SPI.
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Finding Common Ground
Korean Student Association

Never before have I
seen such unity and
dedication among
students at Georgia
Tech as I have seen
with KSA.
—Doi lk Hong
President

orean Student Association was a cultural organization which promoted better
understanding between Korean students
and the larger Georgia Tech community.
KSA offered its members the possibility of
friendships, memories, and a closeness with
their own heritage.
The Korean Student Association was
founded in 1968 at the University of Los
Angeles. The chapter at Georgia Tech was
chartered in 1985 with the aim of helping
Korean students maximize their gain from
Tech. Georgia Tech was a diverse community, composed of individuals and groups
with a variety of religious, racial, national,
cultural, and educational identities. The
need to deal constructively with the diversity of purpose at Tech was one of the great
challenges that the organization tried to
meet.
The Korean Student Association took
part in many activities throughout the year.
Social events such as KSA Olympics and the
Georgia Tech KSA Semi-formal helped bring
Korean students from Tech, Emory, the
University of Georgia and Georgia State
together. Along with being socially active,
KSA took part in many charitable activities.
KSA was involved in a walk-a-thon which
benefited the homeless of Atlanta. Through
the year the KSA raised over $500 for the

African Student Association
ASA was an organization comprised of African and non-African
students. It provided Georgia Tech students with vital information and knowledge on the historical and current cultural and
social aspects of Africa and Africans. Through many social and
educational events, ASA provided the Georgia Tech community
the opportunity to "experience" Africa. Among these events
were lectures, participation in the International festival, and a
food harvest.
Left to Right, Row One: Evaristus Eje l le, Michelle Esogbue, R. Eric Melts.
Row Two: Kwaku Appau, Stephen Okclo-Odongo, Partha Dania. Row

Three: Jah Kenneth, Michael Asamere, Acha Leke, Rolaj i Olu rade, Leon
Prosper, Conrad Parkzes. Photo by SIT
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Atlanta homeless and worked with the
Atlanta Women's Shelter, the Techwood
Tutorial Project, and the Big Brother/Big
Sister Program.
A major goal of KSA was not only to
bring social activities to Korean students
but also to provide and promote Korean
awareness among the Georgia Tech and
the larger Atlanta community.
KSA was composed of 165 undergraduate students and 120 graduate students. The members of the organization
were encouraged to exchange ideas and
questions about topics in open and informal discussions.
The Korean Student Association was
a leader in the academic area. The records
for fall of 1993 revealed that KSA ranked
second among all student organizations on
campus academically. KSA also offered a
quarterly scholarship to a dedicated member based upon academics, service, and
citizenship.
From the start of the year, the KSA
was determined to help the Atlanta Korean community. One major achievement
of KSA was the start of the Georgia Tech
Korean language school. Classes in Korean
were opened not only to Georgia Tech
students but to anyone willing to learn the
Korean language and culture.gz

riends romp at an outing. Com ,7SA members socialize on a
r
1.1..\
l. mon interests and similar culpicnic. KSA had group outings which enabled both old and
new members to get to know each
other. Photo by KSA.

tural backgrounds made it easy to
find friends among fellow members. Photo by KSA.

Left to Right, Row One: Cindy S. Kwon, Traci Hwang, Dai Ik Hong, Sung Ho Chung, Chun
Joong Pak. Row Two: John Park, Nancy Kil, Tacho Song, Hyung Joon Kim, Malvin Lim.
Row Three: Rebecca Cho, Joshua Yun, Young Shin Park, Dan Lee, HyunHee Kwak. Row
Four: Su Hwan Yi, Hyoung C. Cho, Mikyong Yeo, Seung Kim, Hyan Shin. Row Five: Seong
Son, Tony Lee, Hon S. Hong, Sin-Simon Juno. Photo by SPI.
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Caribbean Student Association

I

I

I
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CSA organized and promoted campus functions with an emphasis on promoting unification, understanding, and constructive
dialogue among students. These events included a foodtasting,
quarterly fundraising parties, participation in the International
Festival and the Atlanta Peach Carnival, and the dedication of
one week to a West Indian legend, Bob Marley.
Left to Right, Row One: Reggie Abel, Tracey Needham, Kelly-Ann
A tkinson, Andrea Dempster, James Slusher. Row Two: Nadine Joseph,
Leon Prosper, Ellen Campana. Row Three: Stephen Howe, Brian
Alberga, Domingo Salazar, Andre Jones. Row Four: Kasim Roebuck,
Darwin L. Newton Jr., Henry Creque. Row Five: Acha Leke, Ivan Gavin
Hamilton. Photo by David Pauli.

Home Away from Home
Pakistan Student Association

PSA caters not only
to the diverse needs
of Pakistani students
but also promotes
cultural awareness in
the student body.
—Sheriil Ahmed
President

akistan Student Association was
formed originally to lend Pakistani students a helping hand and provide them
with a family atmosphere.
Home was the word that came to
mind when members thought of PSA's
social functions. The society grew into a
close knit family and members provided
guidance to each other in various aspects of
Tech life. "Pakistan Student Association
provided me a home away from home," said
Farhan Mahmoud, general secretary of the
organization.
During the 1993-94 academic year,
the Pakistan Student Association held
many events. The organization saw its
membership grow to about sixty students
from all different disciplines at Tech. Fall
quarter was especially busy for the
organization's executive council. PSA
welcomed new students from Pakistan and
assisted them in many ways during their
often difficult first months at Tech. The
organization, in conjunction with Muslim
Student Association, held a welcoming
dinner reception for new Pakistani and
Muslim students to Tech. The reception,
held at the Georgia Tech Student Foundation, proved to be a great success.
Pakistan Student Association arranged many outdoor trips for its members.
These included a picnic at Lake Lanier and
hiking trip to Tallulah Gorge. The mem-

Chinese Student Club
CSC's primary purpose was to bring together and offer assistance
to the Chinese student body. Many educational and social
activities, including Chinese films, picnics and dances, bowling,
pool, and stress relief pizza parties helped promote understanding between the Chinese and non-Chinese Tech students. CSC
also participated in the International Festival.
Left to Right, Row One: Tsai Chi Huang, Howard Kuo, Rebecca Li Ho, YuYing Lin, Jenny Ou, Jerry Liu, Tom Tsai, Gary Liou, Wei Wang, Jain Li.
Row Two: Albert Chen, Yu•Cheng Liu, Lou Yeh, George K. Chen,
Pamela Tan. Row Three: Terry Shikano, Allison Chu, Vong Pang,
Katherine Kong, Jennie Kong, Marlene Lou, Jason Chen, Iris Chang,
James Lin, Nanci Chui, Jean Chen, Heng Siv, John Tong, Kristian
Widjija, Wei Guan, Toshiro Kubota, Yasuhisa Kuno. Photo by SPI.
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bers also made provisions for a rafting trip
down the Chattahoochee river. During
the winter break some members visited
New York on a road trip.
PSA organized its annual squash and
table-tennis tournament in spring quarter.
These tournaments drew many entries.
Members designed special PSA Georgia
Tech t-shirts which were distributed during the tournaments. The organization
also participated in a soccer tournament.
PSA printed its own newsletter
dubbed the "Shaheen" (Falcon) which was
edited by Vice President Mohsin Imtiaz.
The newsletter was composed of articles of
concern to Pakistani students at Tech.
The often humorous newsletter was a key
source of important information to Pakistani students. Information conveyed included a regularly updated address list of
Pakistani students as well as a list of relevent
cultural events being held in and around
Atlanta.
The organization's executive council worked hard to provide Pakistani students with help and support. As Salim-urRehman, treasurer for PSA, said, "To be
prepared to help is half the victory."
Pakistan Student Association succeeded in its goals of lending a helping
hand to Pakistani students and educating
the student population at Tech about the
diverse culture and history of Pakistan.
.1"
1

-
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embers take part in one of
PSA's many nature outings.
PSA strengthened the bonds between its members by taking trips
around the country. Photo by PSA.

D SA members enjoy a rafting

trip down the Chattahoochee
river. The group often tried to
experience different sights together. Photo by PSA.

Left to Right, Row One: Mohammad Zahid Iftikhar, Amjad Ali, lqbal M. Dar, Haoon
Rafique, Shoab A. Khan, M. Ameen Farooq, Farhan Mahmoud, Farhan Amir, Zeeshan Khan.

Row Two: Muhammad Umar Faruqui, Abdul F.B. Sani, Wasim Khan, Malik Basharat, Yasser
Mahmud, Salim, Saeed Ur Rehman, Nauman Ilias, Waqar Mahmood. Row Three: Sherjil
Ahmed, Mohsin Imtiaz, Shoaib Khalid, Imran Afzal, Muid Mufti, Irian Merchant, Abdul
Khaliq. Photo by Felix Vicente.

US/Japan Intercultural Society
The US/Japan Intercultural Society provided academic support
for Japanese students at Tech while fostering cultural exchange
through small group activities. Cultural outings helped bring
together two very diverse cultures from opposite sides of the
globe.
Left to Right, Row One: Akira Takaro, Mari Iwala, Atsinko Ohashi,
Noboru Kobik i. Row Two: Terry Shikano, Toshiro Kubota, Atsuo
Taguchi, Yash ikatsu Fujita. Row Three: Yasuhisa Kono, Tsai Chi Huang,
Hitoshi Morimoto. Photo by SPI.
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Experiencing Cultures
Culture Break

Culture Break
offers the
opportunity
for students
to gain
experience.
Sumit Rao
Assistant Coordinator

ulture, said Ralph Waldo Emerson,
"opens the sense of beauty." Ever since the
advent of time, man has pursued a dream of
peace and tranquility in this world. Man
has sought a greater understanding of his
world and the people that inhabit it. Still
in the twentieth century, wars and conflicts were all around us. This year saw the
flare-up of conflict in Bosnia-Herzegovina
and Kashmir, trouble in the former Soviet
Union, South Africa and Haiti, and civil
war in Somalia. Modem man was failing
the realization of his dream.
The need for understanding of different cultures was felt by many on the Tech
campus. To address this issue, a series of
special programs called 'Culture Break' was
set up. The aim of the special events was to
foster cross cultural dialogue.
United States Information Agency
and Association of International Educators funded the program which was aimed
at increased interaction between international and American students. Linda
Duckworth, Associate Director of ISSP,
and Faya McKay-Clegg of the School of
International Affairs were instrumental in
setting up of the special programs.
Planning for the program began in
the summer of 1993. Roger Wehrle, Vice
President for Student Services,helped find

African American Student Union
AASU provided a social, political and cultural outlet for AfricanAmerican students while educating the Georgia Tech community
about the history and culture of African-Americans. During
December, AASU had a formal dinner for the African-American
celebration KWANZA. Black awareness month brought a step
show and a series of lectures on aspects of African-American
heritage.
Left to Right, Row One: Robert Howard. Row Two: Dane Elliott-Lewis,
Monica A. White, Preston Gray, Brandy Smith. Row Three: Kiel Divens,
Hester Jordan, Kristi Headers, Shaunda Bradley, Marcus Yancey. Photo
by David Pauli.
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funding for a major portion of the program.
By fall of 1993, the final preparations were
complete.
Every other week, one international
student organization took center stage.
Held in the Student Services building,
each organization presented the culture of
their respective country to the Tech community. The program consisted of a brief
synopsis of the culture of the country, followed by a period of questions and answers
where the Tech students were allowed to
ask questions about the presentation. Followed by this was the very popular food
component, delicious cuisines from the
countries being represented. Smaller groups
and informal discussions about the culture
of the country followed.
An important part of the program
was the formation of a panel of international students who spoke about cultural
changes in their country. Included in the
panel were students from Czechoslovakia,
the former U.S.S.R, and China. Students
spoke about their concerns ranging from
life in China after Tinnamenn Square to
the United States involvement in Bosnia.
The panel was moderated by Robert
Kennedy of the School of International
Affairs, a former worker of NATO.
(continued on page 184)

ne of the students from the
Chinese Student Club plays
the drum in the lion dance. Culture
Break showed the unique aspects of a
variety of cultures. Photo by Josh
Freeman.

T

he Chinese Student Club
displays the traditional lion
dance. Culture Break gave the Tech
community the opportunity to
experience important cultural
traditions. Photo by Josh Freeman.

Smith Language Dorm
Smith Language Dorm catered to those students who were
interested in living and speaking a foreign language ill a familiar
atmosphere. The floor was split up into three groups, German,
French and Spanish. Compulsory dinners enabled the students
to communicate in their respective languages while giving those
who were not native speakers a chance to become more fluent.
Left to Right, Row One: Abraham Benites, Alejandro S. Calleda, Patty

Sepulveda, Oliver Martin, Stephanie Collingwood, Jaime Ortega, Angela Labarca, Jennifer Hendrick, Paul Valembois. Row Two: Amy Shea,
Frederique Cesbron, R. David Simon, Conrad Rathmann, Stephanie
Devaney, Nick Vacroux, Ralph DeMeglio, W.W. Johnson. Photo by Felix
Vicente.
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Culture Break
(Continued from page 182) The African
Student Association (ASA) held a lecture
and viewed a film of Western Africa showing the beginning of slavery. The lecture
was presented by Dr. Richmond, Professor
of Modern Languages. The organization
served fried plantain, shrimp, and jolof
rice. The event was a great success.
A steel band called "Pan People"
entertained the student body with a mixture of Calypso and Reggae music on behalf
of the Caribbean Student Association. Students also feasted on Caribbean delicacies.
Another great success of the program
was a cultural break held by the India Club.
Tech Television Network helped make a
video about India. The video presentation
was designed to introduce the exotic culture of India. Nathan Malic made the
presentation. Afterwards, the organization served Indian cuisine including the
famous Bhelpuri, Samosa, Ghulam Jamon,
and spiced tea.
The Lebanese and Turkish student
organizations showed slides of their respective countries, followed by a question and
answer session.
The Chinese Student Association
hosted a speaker who lecttured on the
Taiwanese new year celebration and customs in China.
Hillel was another participant in
Cultural Break. The organization hosted a
Rabbi who talked about the lifestyle in
Israel. Religious and social customs were also
explained to the Tech student participants.

Having arguably one of the largest
international populations of any school in
the Southeast, Georgia Tech was poised to
offer students the opportunity to be ready
for the interrelated world of the future.
Programs like Culture Break were some of
the most tangible ways that Tech used to
make use of this vast educational resource.
As one student put it, "Culture Break
was helpful in offering the opportunity for
students to gain exposure to world cultures."
It was George Meredith who said,
"Culture is halfway to heaven." Culture
Break was instrumental in bringing that
heaven to Tech students and expanding
their horizons.

A

speaker addresses the many stereotypes
about India. One of the main purposes of
Culture Break was to eliminate misconceptions associated with different countries. Photo by India Club.

India Club
India Club promoted a better understanding between Indian
students and the Georgia Tech community. India Club sponsored
many activities throughout the year such as family games and
sports, dances and classical music concerts. India Club also
sponsored cultural activities such as Indian movies and Diwali
functions in the hopes of creating an understanding between
Indians and the rest of the Tech community.
Left to Right, Row One: Rashi Akki, Shalini B. Thadani, Zareer M.
Siganporia, Vrmila Reddy, Arindam Bose, Munish Shah. Row Two:
Aman Singla, Aranu Banerjee, Sumit Rao, Umesh Akki, Girish
Deshpande, Rajiv Garg. Row Three: Vipin Ratnani, Rangarajan S.,
Anurag Gupta, Flemant Nanavati. Row Four: Jasjit Singh Rohtakwa le,
Panna la Sreekanth, Si lvakumar I nguvn, Gautam Kavi, Akhar Ghaswa la .
Photo by Mau Damrau.
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Culture Break
(Continued from page 182) The African
Student Association (ASA) held a lecture
and viewed a film of Western Africa showing the beginning of slavery. The lecture
was presented by Dr. Richmond, Professor
of Modern Languages. The organization
served fried plantain, shrimp, and jolof
rice. The event was a great success.
A steel band called "Pan People"
entertained the student body with a mixture of Calypso and Reggae music on behalf
of the Caribbean Student Association. Students also feasted on Caribbean delicacies.
Another great success of the program
was a cultural break held by the India Club.
Tech Television Network helped make a
video about India. The video presentation
was designed to introduce the exotic culture of India. Nathan Malic made the
presentation. Afterwards, the organization served Indian cuisine including the
famous Bhelpuri, Samosa, Ghulam Jamon,
and spiced tea.
The Lebanese and Turkish student
organizations showed slides of their respective countries, followed by a question and
answer session.
The Chinese Student Association
hosted a speaker who lecttured on the
Taiwanese new year celebration and customs in China.
Hillel was another participant in
Cultural Break. The organization hosted a
Rabbi who talked about the lifestyle in
Israel. Religious and-social customs were also
explained to the Tech student participants.

Having arguably one of the largest
international populations of any school in
the Southeast, Georgia Tech was poised to
offer students the opportunity to be ready
for the interrelated world of the future.
Programs like Culture Break were some of
the most tangible ways that Tech used to
make use of this vast educational resource.
As one student put it, "Culture Break
was helpful in offering the opportunity for
students to gain exposure to world cultures."
It was George Meredith who said,
"Culture is halfway to heaven." Culture
Break was instrumental in bringing that
heaven to Tech students and expanding
their horizons. L

A

speaker addresses the many stereotypes
about India. One of the main purposes of
Culture Break was to eliminate misconceptions associated with different countries. Photo by India Club.

India Club
India Club promoted a better understanding between Indian
students and the Georgia Tech community. India Club sponsored
many activities throughout the year such as family games and
sports, dances and classical music concerts. India Club also
sponsored cultural activities such as Indian movies and Diwali
functions in the hopes of creating an understanding between
Indians and the rest of the Tech community.
Left to Right, Row One: Rashi Akki, Shalini B. Thadani, Zareer M.
Siganporia, Vrmila Reddy, Arindam Bose, Munish Shah. Row Two:
Aman Singla, Atanu Banerjee, Sumit Rao, Umesh Akki, Girish
Deshpande, Rajiv Garg. Row Three: Vipin Ratnani, Rangarajan S.,
Anurag Gupta, Hemant Nanavati. Row Four: Jasjit Singh Rohrakwale,
Pa nnala Sreekanth, Silvakumar Inguyn, Gautam Kavi, Akhar Ghaswala.
Photo by Matt Damrau.
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M

embers of the Korean Club
read a passage from a book.
Culture Break brought the Tech
community closer together. Photo
by Josh Freeman.

K

orean club members serve Ko-

rean dishes to students. Culture Break gave the Tech community a taste of different cultures.
Photo by Josh Freeman.

M

A embers of the Indian Student Association prepare
samples of Indian food. Food from
the respective countries were
served at each culture break activity. Photo by India Club.

Vietnamese Club
Throughout the year, VSA preserved the Vietnamese tradition
and national spirit while providing Tech students and other
interested people with an opportunity to share and enjoy the
unique culture of Vietnam.
Left to Right, Row One: Thuyen Le, Thaiph Vongvu, Bernice Coomes,
Lynda Tran, Binh Dao. Row Two: Thomas Nguyen, Anh L. Tan, Tu Vu,
Hung Phan, Von Ni Bui. Row Three: Peter Ngo, Tuan Pham, Otuongyu
Nguyen, Unknown, Quoc Pham, Huy Nguyen, Thanhtrung Nguyrn,
Photo by Charles Clinton.

Brotherhood and Leadership
Alpha Kappa Psi
AKPsi is people.
Brothers helping
each other and the
community to create
a better environment
for us all.
-scar M. Soper
President

1 pha Kappa Psi (AKPsi) was the
nation's oldest professional business fraternity. The Georgia Tech chapter, Epsilon
Sigma, was formed in the late 1960's. AKPsi
was a co-ed fraternity comprised of students majoring in Management, Management Science, Industrial Engineering,
Building Construction, Textile Engineering, Economics, and International Affairs.
It was founded to foster fellowship among
students with similar career objectives. The
organization provided students in these
majors the opportunity to meet and form
lasting friendships.
The AKPsi chapter at Georgia Tech
had a very busy year. The organization
offered its members the opportunity to meet
many business professionals through such
activities as meetings with professionals
and plant trips to various companies in the
north Georgia area. The fraternity also
participated in campus activities such as
intramurals and homecoming events. With
the belief that business leaders had a certain responsibility to society, the organization was involved in many service projects
in and around Atlanta.
Alpha Kappa Psi derived its strength
from its members and the principles the

American Association of Textile
Chemists and Colorists
AATCC promoted interest in the field of textile chemistry and
provided a link between textile students and industry. This
year's activities included a trip to the national convention in
Montreal, Canada, a plant trip, various guest speakers, a winter
party, a spring lake outing, and the annual "Professor Pie-in-the
Face" contest.
Left to Right, Row One: Craig Graham, Kristi Yarlott, Beth White, Susan
Walton, Martin Chang, Dr. Mary Lynn Realff. Row Two: Mohammed
lfthikar, Unknown, Amanda Jackson, John Good, Clay Tingle, Jenna
Finch, Chuck Gillespie, Melissa Wetherington, Tracy Ledford, Cindy
Leppold, Candace Patterson, Chris Simla ns, Unknown. Photo by AATCC
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organization was founded on. The goals of
AKPsi were to further the individual welfare of its members, to foster scientific research in the fields of commerce, accounts
and finance; to educate the public in appreciating and demanding higher ideals
therein; and to promote and advance
courses leading to degrees in business administration. These objectives were the
basis for the brotherhood of Alpha Kappa
Psi.
The organization offered students the
practical experience to complement theoretical knowledge. By participating in chapter activities, committees, and offices, members gained critical skills in marketing, management, and financial analysis. Training
was provided from AKPsi alumni through
workshops, conferences, and clinics. Brothers also attended the National Conference
to hear leading professionals speak on building a stronger brotherhood and promoting
the business environment.
By joining AKPsi, Tech students developed the networks and skills that were
an essential professional practice in the
business world. Alpha Kappa Psi was an
organization devoted to its members and
the surrounding community

rnvo brothers engage in a friendly

embrace. AKPsi grew into a
family as the year progressed. Photo
by Alpha Kappa Psi.

S

cott Soper grabs a quick snack
during Rush Week. During
Rush Week brothers get to know
prospective pledges through social
activities and interaction. Photo by
Alpha Kappa Psi.

Making a taste of some food at a

i weekly meeting, this brother
greets his friends. If AK Psi did not
offer food during meetings, members would often go together to a
retaurant for dinner. Photo by Alpha Kappa Psi.

Left to Right, Row One: Eduardo Villalobos, Jose A. Sobrado, Hyunj in Kim, Mark Ferguson,
Roy Bennett, Bryan Johnson. Row Two: Page Hoffman, Patrick Ku, Benjamin Lee, Peter

Hayes, Todd Meredith, Tarver Joiner, Cindy Tyler, Laura Price, Amy Olson, Barnes Moore.
Row Three: Dan Prudhomme, Jason Knight, Chong Pak, Scott M. Soper, Stacy Stuhmer,
Sheree Kenny, Tyra Gruizinga, Robert Dunn, David Carrel. Row Four: Art Neville, Manish
Dodia, Jason Premo, Julia Keafer, Joel Thompson, Andrew Morrison, Tony Lewis. Row Five:
Paula Meeks, Cristy Yougel, Dana Roberts, Ginnie Campbell, Joyce Acker, Lennye Starr.
Row Six: Meredith Inacker, Darlene Moore, Lisa M. Sapp. Row Seven: Troy Bohanon, Jon
Quarrel. Photo by SPI.

Black Graduate
Students Association
BGSA promoted the cohesiveness and success of its members by
raising cultural awareness, enhancing technical development
and providing academic support. Group activities ensured that
these goals were sufficiently attained. BGSA also had in-depth
panel discussions and sponsored a dinner highlighting the social
and cultural differences between people of African descent.
Kevin Harris, Shirparl McLaughlin, Jimmie
Davis, Reginald Parker, Deric Williams, Michael Keeve. Row Two:
Derrick Brown, Alou Macalou, Kevin Ward, James Cox. Row Three:
Reginald Abel, James Debardelaber, Troy Lavergne, Charisse Chisolm,
Stacey Dixon, Christopher Smith. Row Four: Berdenia Walker, Marquis
Jones, Laurence Ward, Jill Williams, Hurley Davis, John Robinson,
Kevin Griffin. Row Five: Byron Warner, Ken Pullman, Kyra Dorsey,
J imerria Benson. Row Six: Adrian Harris, Chenira Hampton, Tasha
Inn iss, Leesha Wynn. Photo by: David Pauli.
Left to Right, Row One:

(9,11
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he AIChE softball team rests
i after a game. AIChE formed
friendships between members
through social activities such as
parties and intramural sports. Photo
by AIChE.

M

embers of AIChE promote
their organization during
activities day. AIChE offered a
supportive environment for
communication between students
and faculty. Photo by Mike Mayer.

Left to Right, Row One: Vinay Vasuki. Row Two: Samantha Yang, Susan
Kang, Janee Moss, Roxanne Burns, Michelle McKenzie, Paul Miller. Row
Three: Joseph Ngo, Frank Lin, Ryan Neill, Mark Menendez, Peter Kang,
Nicholas M. Walker III, Serena Yang, James Cohite, Unknown, Keith
Fowler, Cliff Henderson, Laura Hodges, Mark Singleton, Gregory Tsou,
Robert W. Glenn Jr, Dr. Pradeep Agrawal. Photo by SPI.

American Nuclear Society
The American Nuclear Society was dedicated to the discussion of
policy issues affecting nuclear and radiation protection and other
related issues. Their activities included tours of commercial
reactors and other nuclear related facilities. Guest speakers were
invited to inform students of current issues related to the field of
nuclear engineering. The group also enjoyed a variety of social
activities.
Left to Right, Row One: Mark Toney, Michelle Guzzardo, Scott McKinley,
Jeff Favorite, Diane Norris, Peter Newby, Doug Harrell. Row TWO: lions
Hong, Brent Capell, Farzad Rahnema, Brian Waters, Shane Klima,
Andrew Tipton, Joe Weisman, Markus Diersone, Dwayne Blaylock,
Jeremy Sweezy, Horia Gheorghiu. Photo by SPI.
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Focusing on the Future
American Institute of Chemical Engineers

The activities of
AIChE have increased
student interest and
involvement so that
it will continue to
prosper in the years
to come.
- Robert Glenn
President

he Georgia Tech chapter of the
American Institute of Chemical Engineers
provided for interactions between the
chemical engineering students, industry,
faculty, and other students. In doing so, the
organization provided a conducive learning environment for the student body. It
also enhanced the student's knowledge of
industrial and graduate school opportunities. From sponsoring plant trips to printing its very own quarterly newsletter,
AIChE provided insight into what the growing industry needed. By participating in
AIChE activities, members gained an immense advantage in the chemical engineering field.
One of the society's goals for 1994
was to improve communication between
chemical engineering students and prospective employers. This led to the holding
of the first annual AIChE Employment
Clearinghouse in fall quarter. The event
was held at the Bill Moore Student Success
Center and attracted 11 companies. As
president Robert Glenn commented, "In
light of the extremely long lines at the
Career Fair, the Employment Clearinghouse enabled our students to attain a
higher level of communication with several companies seeking students for summer internships, co-op and permanent positions."

AIChE sponsored many plant trips
during 1994. One of the trips included
visiting Amoco's facilities in Decatur, Alabama. Over thirty companies presented
technical briefs during the organization's
weekly meetings. The organization also
created a resume book which was distributed to these companies.
AIChE continued its tradition of
quarreKly drop day parties, Senior-FacultyGraduation mixer, spring picnic, and an
annual "State of the Department Address"
by department head Dr.Ronald Rousseau.
The organization also participated in social
activities such as attending a Braves game,
trip to Six Flags, and canoeing down the
Chattahoochee river. In fall 1993, the
organization began an intense freshman/
sophomore membership drive. The drive
consisted of increased social activities in
which the freshmen and sophomores were
able to meet with upperclassmen and become better oriented with the organization
and the department.
The Tech AIChE student chapter
received an award of excellence at the
1993 AIChE national convention held in
St. Louis.
AIChE provided students with a forum for recognition of outstanding technical work and was open to all chemical
engineering students at Tech.

Pre-Law Society
The Pre-law Society helped interested students understand the
field of law and its various specialties. It also provided valuable
information about law schools. Speakers from various areas
were invited to talk about different aspects of law, and an
admissions panel spoke to students about law school requirements and sources of financial aid.
Left to Right, Row One: Ken Paary, Barbara Darby, Vincent Hill. Row
Two: Todd McClelland, Jim Knapp, Stacy Turner, LeAnn Arnold. Row
Three: Krzysztof Rzymski, Shannon Kelly, Martin Poteralski. Photo by
Allen Turner.
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Building a Foundation
American Society of Civil Engineers

To learn about civil
engineering in the
real world, make
contacts and have
fun doing it.
—Teresa Veal
President

he American Society of Civil Engineers was an organization dedicated to providing professional, social, and academic
development activities to Tech students by
emphasizing understanding of the role of
the pract icing engineer. The Georgia Tech
chapter of the American Society of Civil
Engineers created several opportunities for
civil engineering students to achieve those
goals.
The organization held bi-weekly
meetings throughout the quarter. The
meetings featured speakers who presented
specialties in civil engineering ranging from
environment and structure to transportation, construction, and geotechnical issues. ASCE also held drop day parties,
holiday fiesta, and field trips. These
activities provided an opportunity for students to interact with each other, with the
faculty, and with professionals in the field.
As one member commented, "...It gives
us a chance to look at the real world of
civil engineering as well as to have
fun."
Students from twenty four southeastern colleges attended the 1993 Student Conference hosted by ASCE at Georgia Tech.
Competitions included balsa wood and steel
bridge building, geotechnical competition,
and the building of a concrete canoe.

B

uzz watches over the shoes of students taking
a break from the technical presentations at
the ASCE Student Conference. PhotobyAllen Turner.

American Medical Student Association
AMSA promoted interest in the health profession and assisted
students by providing career information on health professions.
Exposure to the relevant aspects of the medical and health
professional communities through meetings, seminars, and field
trips was also an important component of the organization.
Left to Right, Now One: Zeeshan Khan, Edward Ycagers, Amy Beason,
Barbara Bateman, Mack R. Worthy. Row Two: Elizabeth Nguyen, Brett

Sandifer, Mark Toney, Michael Knauss, Sun il Patel, KashifFarhan
David Beim:, Sahar Javanmard, Lam Martin, Roberto Villaueva. Photo
by SPI.
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The organization sent students
to regional ASCE meetings. The Georgia Tech section of the society scheduled many social events. They also
held a softball and soccer game against
the faculty of the Civil Engineering
school.
ASCE at Georgia Tech grew during the 1993-94 school year. The organization received two National ASCE
awards for the Most Improved Student Chapter, and Overall Honorable Mention.
Georgia Tech students interested in
learning more about civil engineering were
encouraged to attend the meetings of the
society.oa

1" he Georgia Tech ASCE team
1 struggles to put its canoe in
the water. Students from various
schools competed with each other.
Photo by Allen Turner.

A

Ater constructing the concrete canoes, each team tested
its creation in the river. Paddling
was tentative at first. Photo by Allen
Turner.

Left to Right, Row One: Unknown, Tara Smith, Kelly Brumbelow, Mark Hilner, Jow Ullo,

David Bissell, David Tillman, Teresa Veal, Darrell DeLaney, Lee Schuman. Row Two: Angie
Skinner, John Fry, Laurel Empire, Najib El A lam, Tracey Guerin, Kim Joiner, Dennis Shaw,
Brian Sapp, Dr. Nelson Baker, Sandy Powell, Kira Alford. Row Three: Unknown, Rob
Connelly, Buddy Ray, Robert Edmondson, Rick Stepp, Omar Atkinson, Marshall Harrington,
Mathew English, Bill Stoddard, Matt McCormick, Scott Bridges, Lane Lucas, Michael Burt:,
Wes Parker, Karen Boles. Photo by Allen Turner.

Society of Hispanic
Professional Engineers
SHPE sought to help Hispanic students with academic performance and assisted them in finding jobs matching their potential. The group provided a professional workshop which taught
both interviewing and resume writing skills to its members. An
annual banquet celebrated academic achievement while social
activities included bake sales and quarterly parties.
Left to Right, Row One: Patty Sepuilvech, Jose Barroso, Monica Colberg,

Abraham Benites, Martha Lora, Alejandro Reynal, Michelle Jullouk,
Lucas Ramirez. Row Two: Nitzel Palacios, Cristina Rodriguez, C. David
Trivino, Natalie Cabello, Rosally Rivera, Marr Lefkovits. Row Three:
Jorge L. Balceus, Miguel Palacids, Rafael Rodriguez, unknown, Margial
Machado, Patrick Quidgley, Vincente Reynal, Jose Perez, Manuel Lugo,
Daniel Laboy, Roque Rouero, Harold Rojas. Row Four: Alejandro
Collada, Carlos Gonzalez, Carlos Rentas, Carlos Rodriguez, Angel
Rodriguez, Miguel Garcia. Photo by SP1.
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Reaching for High Goals
National Society of Black Engineers —
ound ci in 1975, the National Society of Black Engineers represented the interests of Blacks in engineering fields. The
organization's main focus was on the recruitment, academic excellence, and graduation of future Black engineers.
As an organization, NSBE provided
information concerning higher education
and encouraged its members to pursue advanced degrees in engineering or engineering related fields. It also provided information on job opportunities in various technical areas. In particular, the society organized projects that facilitated the successful attainment of the academic and professional goals of its members. In essence,
NSBE involved itself in issues that affected
the career paths of Black engineers.
NSBE organized a number of activities to help meet the concerns of Black
students in engineering and technical curricula. The Corporate Month, High School
Outreach Month, Academic Excellence
Projects, cultural events and guest speakers
from various organizations all served to
inspire members to achieve.
Corporate Month was an annual
event in January sponsored by NSBE to
provide student-company interaction. During the month, many activities were held
such as workshops in resume writing, interviewing skills, and black entrepreneurship.
The highlight of the month was the NSBE
,

Moving past
what is done
to what's
ned.
Desi Bellamy
President

Connect With Tech
Connect with Tech was formed to give high school students a
chance to experience college life. The program invited high
school seniors and juniors to stay for two days and one night at
Georgia Tech with Tech students serving as hosts. The guests
went to classes with their host to better understand the college
work load. They also met with representatives of each major
school.
Left to Right, Row One: Mnyette Childs, Shay Penny, Chery Norwood,

Nikki Day, Grace Yu, Marissa Momongan, Allison Glenn, Alison
Ewasiuk, Christie Nance, Dean Griffin, Mazie Lynn Guertin, Dan
Prudhomme, Russell Smith. Row Two: Bradley Weill, Jim Mason, Abbey
House, Christi Hilderbrandt, Michele Montague, Priti Lokre, Ayodele
Embry, Eric Sasaki, Jennifer Seelig, Natasha Morrison. Row Three: Bob
Schmitt, Michael McNamara, David Beine, Franklin Yi, Scott Turner,
Thomas Brown Jr., Alex Turner, Harold William, Brad Taylor, Inman
Houston, Tom Gay, Jonathan Thackeray, Brian Payne, Willa Hightower,
Myrnal Grant. Photo by Felix Vicente.
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Career Fair where students made contacts
with over sixty companies for co-op positions, internships, and permanent employment.
High School Outreach Month was
an annual event held in October. It was
designed to promote an interest in engineering among college bound students.
NSBE members conducted rap sessions with
students at local high schools. Last year
NSBE hosted a High School Leadership
Conference. Each high school student was
paired with a member of NSBE and experienced college life for fourty-eight hours.
NSBE held weekly meeting to address the concerns of its members. The
society invited approximately six guest
speakers per quarter to address different
areas of interest to students. Last year
NSBE hosted the 1993 National Regional
III Fall Conference and the 1993 National
Leadership Conference. NSBE also joined
with other universities in the Atlanta area
to participate in the Fall Technical Symposium. Through numerous activities, NSBE
became a factor in reaching parity in all
technical professions and assisted Black
students enrolled in engineering schools.
Q tudents help each other during finals week.

NSBE addressed student needs through many
activities such as finals study sessions and tutorials.
Photo by NSBE.

M

embers of NSBE and
SHPE discuss issues at a
mixer. NSBE arranged meetings
and mixers between different organizations to gain a better understanding between each other. Photo
by NSBE.

r:eorgia Tech police officers
stress the importance of
safety to students in one of the
weekly mettings. NSBE invited
speakers from different areas of
interest to speak to members. Photo
by NSBE.

Left to Right, Row One: Reginald Parker, Desi Bellamy, Teesha Maston, Andrea Bentley.

Row Two: Jean-Marc Sylvain, Shaunda Bradley, Mesa Bryant, Shawndra Hill, Leslie Smith,
Mekka Williams, Marcenia Pilate, Kisha Thompson, Tremesha Willis, Cynthia Culbreath,
Nicole Brown, Solanda Slaughter, Lisa Mitchell, eanique Riche, Denise White. Row Three:
Roland Joseph, Kim Jordan, Rodney Gill, Errika Warner, Zenya Evans, Odie Anderson,
Victoria Boyd, Devon Grant, Tykentra Green, G. Aislee Jackson, Mona Greene, Bobby
Cunningham, Chad McKnight, Denise Taylor, Johnel Jeter. Row Four: Warren Howell,
Nadine Joseph, Rashida Street, Karen Williams, Larry Stewart, Darrius Prysock, Tameeka
Law, Monyette Childs, Shetikra Rogers, Tracy Freeman, Al Lawrence, Carl Manson,
Anthony Lewis, Andre Dickens, Acha Leke, Ayo Embry, Danny Bryant, Mike Walker,
Felicia Taylor, Felecsia Dixon, Monica White. Row Five: Alonzo Jones, Kimberly Campbell,
Keith Smith, Natasha Morrison, John Durden IV, Dedric Hill, Marc Willingham, Pascal
Lewis, Patrick Shreff, Mark Lawson, Marvin Heath, John Rainey, Duane Jones, Earl
Johnston, Stacy Sawyers, Elijah Gallion, Zaurdie Herbert. Photo by Charles Clinton.

Cloudman Residence Hall
Cloudman Residence Hall, located on East Campus, participated
in the Freshman Experience Program. This program was an
effort to reduce the freshmen attrition rate through the provision
of a supportive atmosphere. Along with cultural outings, residents were active in the intramural sports program.
Left ot Right, Row One: Ben Buchanan, Kevin Strada, Joseph Mckee, Neal
Domingo, David Beine, David Duncan, Keith Stanton, John Chou,
Chetan Khona, Robert Schroer. Row Two: Jeff Maris, Mark Tanner,
Nick Oglesby, Ben Clopper, David Garrett, Phillip Mycrack, Joseph
Latimer, Harold Dangler, Marion Rivers. Row Three: Brent Zelnak, Matt
Nelson, Kevin Leung, Billy Killion, Chris Woods. Row Four: Taric
Molsen, Russell Smith. Photo by SM.
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Opportunities for Women
Society of Women Engineers

SWE provides a
great opportunity for
its members to grow
both socially and
professionally
through networking
opportunities.
—Trupti Desai
President

he Society of Women Engineers was
a national organization which promoted
and encouraged the success of women in
engineering, mathematics, and science
majors. It informed its members of opportunities in industry and encouraged women
to seek careers in engineering.
Since its formation in 1959, the Georgia Tech chapter grew to become an influential part in encouraging the increasing
diversity of the Tech student population.
In 1994 the society was comprised of around
140 members. To manage the affairs of the
society, it was divided into a number of
committees, each with a chairperson. The
executive office was comprised of a president, a vice-president, a treasurer, and a
secretary.The 1993-94 officers were Trupti
Desai- president, Laura Oaks- vice-president, Marlene Lou- secretary, and Linda
Freeman- treasurer.
SWE was involved in a number of
activities this year. One important project
of the society was its "Engineer for a Day"
program. This program was directed towards high school girls in metro Atlanta
who showed an aptitude in science and
mathematics. The students were invited to
the Tech campus for a day. During their
visit, they were given a campus tour and
introduced to the research facilities. The

Fitten-Fulmer Residence Hall
Fitten-Fulmer Halls were located on west campus. They provided
students with a place to live and study. Fitten-Fulmer also had
many activities to inform students and form friendships between
hallmates. They had pizza parties and stress relief activities
during finals week. They also went out for dinner often, taking
a break from cooking and fast food.
Left to Right, Row One: Mark Waxinonsky, Ernest Hui, Scott Barnes,
Michael Chen, Jason Harlon, Jeff Coker. Row Two: Brian Waters,
Steven Waxmonsky, Jeff Zube I, Caroline Arndt, Jeanette Anderson, Jill
Chambers. Row Three: Will Jackson, Brian O'hara, Gavin Desnoyers,
Lauren Haydn, Valerie Tourais. Photo by SPI.
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program served to encourage the students'
interest in the world of engineering.
A number of SWE members travelled to Chicago for the national conference of the board of directors. This conference allowed members to interact with
women at other schools and gain new ideas
for the organization. Other SWE activities
included the annual awards banquet held
at Ray's On The River. The event was held
to recognize outstanding women engineers
and science majors by presenting them
with corporate-sponsored cash awards.
Doctor John White, Dean of the College of
Engineering, spoke at the banquet.
Regular meetings included speakers
who addressed topics such as cooperative
studies and various technical subjects.
Many speakers lectured on topics such as
effective interviewing skills and creating
strong resumes.
The Society of Women Engineers
was open to all female engineering students, and anyone interested was encouraged to join.ou
can White gives a speech at the Annual
LI Awards Banquet at Ray's on the River. SWE
gave awards out to outstanding women engineering
students. The awards included cash in the form of
scholarship funds. Photo by SWE.

M

embers of SWE from the
Georgia Tech chapter
gather around the table at the
National Convention. Each year
SWE members from all over the
country gathered to inform each
other what was going on at different schools. Photo by SWE.

T

his year SWE had its annual
awards banquet at Ray's on
the River. SWE held its annual
banquet to honor outstanding female engineering students in an
effort to encourage more women
to choose engineering as a carter.
Photo by SWE.

Left to Right, Row One: Jennifer Hsieh, Michelle McClain, Lily Jin,

Xandra Garanzuay, Marlene Lou, Trupti Desai. Row Two: Heather
Bowers, Toni Larson, Adrienne Jarvis, Laura Oakes. Row Three: Angela
Blakeslee, Linda Freeman, Julie Swann, Valerie Maier, Angie McSwain,
Theresa Jablonski. Row Four: Tina Hembree, Mary Gill, Jennifer Hsu,
Lisa Wingerd, Sara Downs. Row Five: Valerie Tourais, Andrea Bentley,
Unknown, Jenny Grove, Lisa Bedell, Leslie Zimmermann, Michelle
Wilkerson. Photo by Todd Sleeman.

Hefner Residence Hall
Hefner was a male dorm located on west campus. This dorm
provided more than just a place to live. It also provided an
environment suitable for study, with food provided for stress
relief during finals week. Hefner dorm won B-league ultimate
frisbee during fall quarter. Residents also took trips to the Coca
Cola Museum, the Hard Rock Cafe, Six Flags and Stone Mountain
Left to Right, Row One: Andy Roberts, Kyle Alexander, Jarvis Jackson.
Row Two: Marcus Lowery, Brian Kral, Eugene Trinzo, Buster Cherry.
Row Three: Mason Jolmson, Louis Bouchard, Roberto Velazquez, John

Selbie, N ick Parker, Phi I more Busch. Row Four: Aaron Sims, Miguel A.
Cartagena, Jim Brennan, Daniel Laboy, George Nord, Hubert
Stank iewicz, slorge Esguerrn. Photo by SPI.
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A

resident of an Area II dorm
scrambles to finish his
programming assignment before
the deadline. A student's dorm
room offered a quiet place to study
and work. Photo by Felix Vincete.

A

rea II housing wins first
place overall in the Mini
500 men's division. Area II
housing brought residents together
through competition. Photo by
Area II Housing.
Patrick
Members:
Waldenfels, Eric Delamar, Stacie
Aversno, Kelly Leopard, Pam
Enlobe, Florence Jones, Ashish
Gupta, Josh Kite, Jit Saha, Greg
Lento, Josh Haynes, Josh Klapper,
Sam Butler, Alan Schaffero, Gregory Tsou, Stephen Jennys, Jorge
Colon, Mora Greene, Howard
Hamilton, Jaret Kinard, Christy
Fussell, James Thornton, Greg
Winters, Jenny Maher, Susan
Fletcher, Joseph Dennison, Ken
Tydurski, Nikki Creel. Photo by
Active

Area II Housing.

Smith Residence Hall
Life at Smith Residence Hall changed dramatically as the dorm
housed female students for the first time. Smith residents were
involved in a variety of activities ranging from ski trips to
intramural sports to dinners at the Old Spaghetti Factory.
From Left to Right, Row One: Chris Topazi, Roger Wong, Dan Caudill,
Jennifer Hedrick, Yi Kuong Chen, Patty Sepulveda, Stephanie
Collingwood, Abraham Benites, Jason Charlton, Robert Lu, Amy
Herrmann, Felix Vicente, Matt Sanders, Matt Uselton. Row Two: Kevin
Lester, Dane Chin Loy, Eric Chastain, Jason Fazi, J.B. Shalin Shah,
Ralph Demeglio, Clay Tingle, RogerOrtega, Matt Uselton, Mark Forstner.
Row Three: Gregory Pauswinski. Left Tree: David DeWitt. Right Tree:
Chad Bridges. Sitting: Yuji Okada. Photo by David Pauli.
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Playing an Active Role
Area II Housing

I've lived in Area II
for five years
because
it's the best
place to live
on campus.
Patrick Waldenfels
President

he group of residence halls known as
Area AlI was a combination of five dormitories: Field, Hanson, Hopkins, Matheson,
and Perry, making it the largest hall council on the Tech campus. During the 199394 academic year, Area AlI represented more
than 600 residents in many aspects of Tech
life.
Unlike most other residence halls,
Area AlAl took an active role during Homecoming. Area II's team won First Place
Overall in the men's division of the MINI
500 tricycle race. The team consisted of
past and present Area AlAl residents, including Anthony Alorello, John Fry, Derek
Ammons, Tex Frazer, and Josh Kite. "The
first place overall victory in the MINI 500,"
said Josh Kite, Area IAl MAlNAl 500 pit crew,
"was a great thrill which proved that residence halls can compete and excel against
other campus organizations."
A Homecoming display built by Area
IAl residents demonstrated the spirit among
the residents. In addition to Homecoming,
Area IAl assisted with and sponsored several
campus activities. According to Patrick
Waldenfels, President of Area II, "The
motivation shown during homecoming and
other activities proves that such a large and
diverse community can effectively work
together."

Area II residents assisted with the
RHA sponsored first annual "Opening
Days" (East Campus) cookout before classes
started in fall 1993. Hundreds of residents
took advantage of this activity and enjoyed
food, music, meeting new people, and socializing in the Area AlAl courtyard. This
activity gave residents a chance to meet
their new neighbors while becoming reacquainted with their old friends.
The organization was also involved
in a campus-wide spades tournament, and
sponsored the traditional Area IAl mixers
known as 'Hump Days.' These were held on
Wednesday nights in Field Lounge.
During Dead Week, a holiday party
was held in the Field lounge, which was
decorated with seasonal items. This party
allowed people to socialize and relax before
the long hours of studying ahead.
The residence halls attended a Braves
game, and also organized tickets for a
Knights game, cookouts, ice-skating parties, and camping trips. During winter
quarter, Area II even provided a ski trip for
its residents.
The residence hall attributed its success to the efforts of hall representatives,
staff members, and residents. They worked
hard to make Area AlAl one of the best places
to live on campus.

Woodruff Residence Hall
Woodruff Residence Hall, one of the few Tech dormitories
providing suite accommodations, was located on west campus.
Divided into two sections, Woodruff provided housing for both
male and female students. The residents of Woodruff took part
in many activities to help students cope with academic stress
throughout the year.
Left to Right, Row One: Justin Lacov. Row Two: Anthony Lewis, Michele
Montague, jennifer Moore, Stephanie Lott. Row Three: Paula Tamburello,
Carlo Sykes, Unknown. Row Four: Yolanola Byrd, Jennifer Jamison,
Todd Barber, LeeAnne Fullard, John Theist, Christine Stine, Unknown.
Row Five: David Childressa Gabriel Mayberry, Adam Bridgers. Row Six:
Dedric. Hill. Photo by David Pauli.
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Representing Residents
Residence Hall Association

Residence Hall
Association
contributes to
the character
of the halls.
John Callahan
President

es idence Hall Association represented the residents of the dorms in matters
of student interest, organized social and
cultural activities for the benefit of all
residents, allocated the residence hall activity fees, and established hall and area
councils. The organization consisted of
sixteen hall councils which represented
the 4100 resident students on the Georgia
Tech campus, making it the second largest
student run organization at Tech.
RHA had three branches: executive,
legislative, and judicial. The organization
had an annual budget of $110,000, of which
over $66,000 went directly to the hall
councils. Individual hall councils then
decided what they wanted to spend.
Throughout the 1993-94 academic
year, the organization provided many services to the residents. It served as a liaison
between the residents and the Department
of Housing and provided the residents with
with opportunities to improve leadership
skills. According to Jonathan Fowler, VicePresident of RHA, "One of the greatest appeals of RHA is that it is open to all residents
who want to get involved." The projects
taken on by the organization were chosen
by the residents and the hall councils.
The Residence Hall Association was
active on the state, regional and national

Graduate Living Center
The Graduate Living Center, finished in early 1993, was built
especially for graduate students. The GLC provided a comfortable and quiet place for graduate students to live and study.
Residents took part in activities such as a table tennis tournament
with family housing. They also held a formal Thanksgiving
dinner and a tailgate party before the UNC and Tech football
game.
Left to Right, Row One: Chenita Hampton, Reginald Abel, Tasha Inniss,
Lenore Doster, Lawanna Buice, Esteban Munne, Enrique Alvorez, Juan
Varela, Sherri Burgman. Row Two: Pamela Taylor, Sheilla Salicrup,
Doria Alvarado, Felipe Huyancla, Leigh Meister, Sophie Ortiz, Gil
Grodzinsky, Kevin Bowman, Richard Nau, Laurence Ward, Jeffrey
Rodrigues, Srikumar Lakshmipathi, Anees Ahmed. Row Three: Scott
Quakkelaar, Reginald Parker, Steven Lustig, Eric McEntyre, Stephen
Karr. Row Four: Matthew Schocke, Paul Schmitt, Unknown, John
Callahan, Bob Johnston. Photo by David Pauli.
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levels. During the 1993-94 year, the organization attended state, regional, and national conferences. The purpose of these
conferences was to help improve the services offered by similar organizations on
various campuses. This led to the
organization's heading to Milledgeville for
the Georgia Residence Hall organization
state conference during winter quarter, and
to Flagstaff, Arizona, for the National Association of College and University Residence Halls (NACURH) during spring.
RHA's sixty-four hall council officers and six executive officers were deeply
involved in year long activities of the organization. RHA hosted Opening Days, a
campus wide cookout, a crime awareness
program, a Scavenger Hunt, and a RHA
technical. The organization also had its
annual ball, "An Evening With Buzz",
which was held during winter quarter at
the Atlanta Renaissance Hotel. These
activities were very successful. "What do
you get by becoming involved? You know
more people, meet new friends and administrators, and develop leadership and organizational skills," commented John J.
Callahan, President of RHA.
All in all, RHA worked hard to address the concerns of the residents on the
Tech campus.o!D
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Left to Right, Row One: J. Jackson, G.

Matthews, J. Tenisci, P. Waldenfelds,
S. Keck, J. Harlow, J. Fowler, A.
McCann, D. Hill. Row Two: M.
Waxmonsky, K. Shelton, L. Fullard,
W. Gill, S. Aversano, A. House, C.
Hildebrandt, J. Chambers, C.
Noewood, K. Stanton, K. Edison, C.
Winslet. Row Three: S. Lustig, J.
Callahan, J. Driscoll, S. Shepherd, D.
Stone, J. Franklin, M. Kania, K.
McTier, B. Johnson, M. Nelson, S.
Zachok, S. Glasser. Photo by Charles
Clinton.

A

dorm resident studies for a
T1. final. The residence halls
were designed to provide an
environment conducive to
studying. Photo by RHA.

D

esidents enjoy the annual
formal given by the RHA.
RHA held many socials to
introduce residents to each other
and help them release some of the
stress from their studies. Photo by
RHA.

Freshman Council
Freshman Council members were required to be classed as
freshman two out of three quarters. The group held meetings
weekly to discuss events of concern to freshman. They also sent
out newsletters about events and activities relevant to beginning
students.
Left to Right, Row One: Jim Mason, Tracey Countryman, Inman Houston, Brad Taylor, Christie Nance, Chris Sr. Hilaire, Unknown. Row
Two; Kim Murrell, Jennifer Sousa, Elaine Newton, Karin Koenig,
Christie Hildebrandt, Jennifer Stokes, Abbey House, Jenny Canova,
Shelly Jamgochian, Michael Brown, Bonnie Barsh. Row Three: Bliss
Hobbs, Hollis Longstreet, John Cashman, Susan Tatalonch, David King,
Robbie Lewis, Mazie Guertin, Meredith Copelanda Alison Ewasiuk,
Barry Harris, Mark Emhart, Kim Oliver, Russell Smith, Dean Griffin,
Marcy Penick, Brian Timberlake, Marissa Momongan, Bradley Weill,
lchha Singh, Dan Prudhommea Allison Glenn, Karl Swart, Frank Yi,
Johanna Ceisel. Photo by David Pauli.
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discuss questions about
rriends
homework problems. The dormitories gave students a supportive environment for academic pursuits. Photo by Felix Vicente.

A

resident talks on the phone
with her parents. Students
faced many challenges when leaving home and entering the dorm.
Photo by Felix Vicente.

Caldwell Residence Hall
Caldwell dormitory was located on west campus. Caldwell
provided a comfortable place for students to live and make new
friends. The dorm sponsored many activities such as doughnut
parties and pizza parties, and for stress relief, Caldwell sponsored movie parties. Because it was an all male hall, Caldwell
residents interacted a great deal with their female neighbors in
Folk. Social activities included a paintball game and dating
game with these neighbors.
Left to Right, Row One: Drew West, Scott McManus, Chris Darrius, Huan

Tran, Alan Skenner, Rickey Ayers, Wan Tsing, Sumanto Banerji, Ernes
Jabour, David May. Row Two: Chris Winslett, Unknown, Karl Ericson,
Brian Jones, Chris Kopchik. Row Three: Unknown, Bryan Nalek, Eric
Yarbrough, Paul Houston, Charles Moore, Unknown, Jon Moon, Ding
Coleman, Mark Bressel, Ban Forest, Mike Koltz, Unknown. Photo by Joel
Helms.
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A Friendly Rivalry
East and West

I like to live on
campus because it's
closer to classes
and convenient.
— Barbara Johnson

here was an imaginary line that essentially divided the Tech campus into two
separate living areas called East Campus
and West Campus.
West campus was (as the name geographically implies) located on the western
rim of campus. It was supposedly the more
modern and more tranquil side of Georgia
Tech. Most of the newer dormitories like
the ULC and Woodruff were located on
West Campus. Also there was the Burger
bowl which was edged with beautiful evergreen trees and carpeted with a layer of
grass all year round. For those who loved to
get a good workout, there was the Student
Athletic Complex, outdoor basketball and
tennis courts, and a beach volleyball pit.
The trek to class was a bit longer from West
Campus than it was from East Campus, but
students hardly noticed it since they had
views ranging from the Midtown and Downtown Atlanta sky-line, to early morning
sunrises and late afternoon sunsets piercing
through an abundance of trees and shrubs.
Although no one had ever done an extensive study, it was believed by many that the

surroundings of West Campus produced a
more peaceful and studious atmosphere.
East Campus on the other hand was
the- acea of campus filled with Tech tradition. Just across the street from the East
Campus dorms were the famous Heisman
Gym and the historic Grant Field.
East Campus residents had several
eating establishments to choose from. If
you wanted to eat on campus, there was
Brittain Hall for your convenience. You
could also consider Junior's Grill or the
Varsity when you became tired of ARA.
Another advantage of living on East Campus was the close proximity of the stadium.
Students could simply roll out of bed a half
hour before kickoff and still make it to the
game on time.
On West Campus, you could drop in
at the Couch building or simply stand outside and listen to the band play. For dinner,
you were always welcome at Woodruff's
Dining Hall, where they offered a variety of
delicious ARA food. The shoe tree between Folk and Caldwell also offered a
unique sight. L'D

Harrison Residence Hall
Harrison Residence Hall, located on East campus, switched this
year from an all male dorm to an all female dorm. As part of the
freshmen experience program, the residence hall had parties
and socials to pull residents together. For stress relief, community advisors provided snacks for residents during dead week,
while each floor had its own social calendar that was convenient
to most of its residents.

Bringing Down the House
Renovations

Renovation brought
inconvenience to
students, but the
results were
worth it.
— Paige Smith

Although Georgia Tech had a history
of holding on as tightly as possible to old
traditions, there came a time when the
adverse effects of mother nature and constantly mobile students took such a toll on
residence halls that renovations were inevitable. Moreover, the on campus population increased in a way that made new
dorms a necessity.
In preparation for construction of
the Olympic Village, Techwood Residence
Hall was torn down. In order to house the
incoming students and the displaced residents of Techwood, two new co-ed dorms,
ULC (The Undergraduate Living Center)
and GLC (The Graduate Living Center)
were constructed. These new dorms brought
the comfort and convenience of apartment
style living to on-campus residents. Trees
Atlanta donated the labor and materials to
landscape the areas around the new buildings. The very large trees that were planted
helped the buildings blend in with their
surroundings.
Several other older dorms including
Perry, Smith, Brown and Matheson received complete renovations. This in-

Graduate Living Center
The Graduate Living Center was built during the 1992 academic
year. However, it was not opened for student use until early
1993. The Graduate Living Center attracted many graduate
students who wanted a quiet and private place to live. The rooms
were patterned after apartments. Each unit had four individual
bedrooms, one kitchen, and a living room. This new addition to
the residence hall system was designed to attract students
currently living in off campus settings.
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cluded recarpeting the halls, repairing the
plumbing, and, to the delight of residents,
the installation of Cable TV.
During the renovations, some major
amenities were added. Smith dorm had the
new addition of a workout area in the
basement. The new space gave students on
East Campus a place to do some light workouts without going to the Student Athletic
Complex. More apartment-style amenities were planned for the future to make the
residence halls more competitive.
Woodruff Residence Hall didn't undergo any physical renovations, but there
was a significant change that moved the
school closer to a real world setting. The
former barricade that separated the North
and the South, and the men and the women,
was tumbled. It was transformed into a coed dorm.
The exterior of the buildings remained basically untouched in order to
maintain the image of the old traditions of
Georgia Tech. However, the inside of the
buildings were stripped bare in order to
carry out major renovations to all of the
building systems.

A

resident of Brown Hall returns home from class.
Brown was one of the residence
halls which recently received complete renovation. Photo by Dampier

aking room for a new load of
isupplies, this heavy machinery represents the large variety of
tools used in the construction of
the Graduate Living Center. Photo

Blanco.

by Mao Baclar
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Undergraduate Living Center
The Undergraduate living (enter opened at the beginning of this
academic year. While residents had to endure the inconvenience
of the finishing custruction work during fall quarter, most were
glad that apartment-style living for undergraduates had arrived
on the Georgia Tech campus.
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A New Start
Residence Hall Experience

Living on campus
gives me valuable
lessons in dealing
with others and a
chance to make
new friends.
John Burk

t is often said that the college years
are the best years of one's life, and if that
was true, then living on-campus must certainly be the apex of the college experience. Campus residency provided its own
set of unique challenges, and the lessons
learned in the residence hall were often as
crucial to emotional maturity as were lectures to intellectual development. Besides
the rigorous and very demanding academic
environment here at Tech, the diversity of
students in residence halls often proved to
be just as much of a challenge to understand. But, just as calculus was to be conquered in order to succeed at Georgia Tech,
students had to learn to deal with people of
all origins and life-styles for a successful
life.
Residence Halls were among the
greatest assets of the Georgia Tech campus,
representing the full spectrum of the student body. It was this diversity which assured at least one truly vital part of the
college experience; encountering people
with different values. When coming to
Tech, one's roommate was often a greater
source of concern than the rigorous curriculum. This was a natural result of moving from a homogeneous home environment to the cosmopolitan campus. Certainly, everyone realized very soon after
moving into the hall that the world did not
center around one person, and that compromise was better than conflict. Whether
it be a roommate who blasted Stone Temple

Freeman Residence Hall
Freeman Residence Hall was located on West Campus next to the
Student Athletic Complex field. It combined with Montag Residence Hall to form FreeMont residence hall council. It sponsored
socials and trips for residents to get to know each other.
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Pilots at 2 a.m., or a Ph.D. candidate who
demanded absolute silence, healthy difference was the foundation of hall life, and
learning to appreciate those differences
was the hallmark of a hall resident.
There were some very practical advantages to living on campus. Proximity
to the library was always appreciated around
Dead Week, and the added convenience of
not having to commute to school every day
saved one a lot of hassle. With the current
parking crunch, searching for a parking
space could be a very stressful activity for
off-campus students. Additionally, one
could easily use the computer clusters, recreation room and cafeteria at any time of
the day or night. In many ways, living in
residence halls made college life a lot less
stressful.
So many of the things students
gained from the hall experience were intangibles, assets which could hardly be
measured in money or course credit. Invisible though they might be, the administration certainly recognized how important
they were by guaranteeing housing to freshmen and trying to create the perfect campus environment in the "Freshman Experience" program. The camaraderie displayed
by hall residents in Hall Council meetings,
intramural and joint activities was singularly representative of college life. Truly,
even with all its vices, the hall experience
was an essential part of college whose rewards would extend throughout life. 46

A

dorm resident does her laundry on a Saturday morning.
The residence halls provided the
conveniences necessary for everyday life. Photo by Dirk Colbry.

A

student takes time out from
reading a magazine to discuss problems. Students used their
rooms as a place for both re laxtion
and study. Photo by Wake Bailey.

G

roups of friends play chess to
take their minds off school
work. Georgia Tech provided recreational areas where students
could relax. Photo by Amy Jacoby.

Howell Residence Hall
Located on East Campus, Howell Residence Hall housed young
women in double occupancy rooms. Recently, this residence hall
underwent renovations which were greatly welcomed by its
residents. Hall council activities involved social and educational
ventures which were in the best interest of residents.

Org

tions.
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T

he new organizations office
provides a common place for
students to find information about
particular organizations. The new
office space was a much-needed
addition to campus. Photo by Matt
Damrau.

T

he offices provide a quiet
place for meetings. The new
organizations space was designed
to group many organizations in
one place. Photo by Matt Damrau.

Desi
Bellamy
Desi Bellamy, a senior in Computer Engineering, served this year as the president of
the National Society of Black Engineers
(NSBE). Bellamy described himself as a
person who not only applied his talents but
who also strived to move towards improvement in every area. Bellamy not only
focused on NSBE, he was also an active
participant in many other groups including
Omicron Delta Kappa, Kappa Alpha Psi,
Gamma Beta Phi, Lambda Sigma, and
served as corporate liaison for OMED.
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"Move,
past;
what's
done, to;
what's
needed::
)61:
Belamy

Student Activity Space
Office Space

Public relations is a
lot easier now that
most of the organizations are located
in the same venue.
- Gavin Hamilton

eorgia Tech had around 400 organizations during the 1993-94 academic year,
and the number was constantly growing.
Every month, Student Government approved charters of new clubs, associations,
and organizations.
The increase in the number of organizations resulted in the need for offices for
these organizations so that they could carry
out their work more efficiently.
To fulfill this goal, hall no.141 of the
Student Services Building was designated
as student organization offices. The space
was provided by the Student Services authorities to aid the organizations in their
expansion. The hall was itself divided into
many rooms and quarters for individual
organizations. Private cubicles were occupied by two organizations. These rooms
provided the organizations with enough
space to carry out their official proceedings. The rooms were equipped with electronic security locks to guarantee the security of organization files. The outer hall contained mail boxes for many different organizations and was equipped with networked
computers and a photocopy machine. This
enabled the organizations to get their mail
and memos delivered directly to them.

The hall was a haven for students
during the night. Students pulling allnighters during midterms and finals were
able to use the comfortable surroundings
for group or individual studying. This
resulted in many students making use of
the servi
vies
cesof the hall.
Some of the organizations making
use of the area were Habitat for Humanity,
Student Union for the Homeless, GT
Hockey, Georgia Tech Crew, Chinese Student Club, Environmental Forum, College
Republicans, Executive Round Table, the
Society of Women Engineers and a host of
other student organizations.
One major advantage of the area was
an increased interaction between different
organizations. This also resulted in many
joint projects between them. As one student put it, "It gave us all the chance to
know more about what's happening on the
campus and what other organizations are
doing."
The introduction of regular offices
for the student organizations was an important step towards increasing student awareness about the activities around them and
helped in the expansion of many organizations.

Chris
Carson
Chris Carson, a senior Mechanical Engineering major, was elected Editor of The
Technique for the 1993-94 school year. One
of Carson's biggest goals for the newspaper
was to build a larger staff and to train them
to become better journalists. He also helped
The Technique focus on making a bigger
impact on the Tech community by
representing students' needs and concerns
and by presenting more quality information to students through helpful feature
stories.

"A student
newspaper
is the most
valuable
resource
that a
campus
community
can have."
- Chris
Carson
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Planning Student Activities
Student Center Programs Board

The Student Center
Programs Board is the
Procter and Gamble
of Georgia Tech. We
offer concerts, lectures and volunteer
opportunities.
—Sonya Ko
President

he Student Center Programs Council sought to enrich the extra-curricular life
of the students, faculty, and staff of Georgia
Tech by sponsoring a variety of activities
on campus.
The Student Center Programs Council consisted of 1 1 student run committees,
in charge of planning various campus activities, and four full time advisors. Committee membership involved the selection
of campus activities and implementation
of the plans for the events. Tech students
were given the opportunity to meet new
people, enhance personal skills, and learn
the steps to proper planning.
The Student Center LIFE (Lectures,
Information, Forums, Entertainment)
Committee endeavored to provide wellrounded and culturally enriched programming which reflected the interests of all
aspects of the Tech community. The Movie
Committee was responsible for sponsoring
a variety of films for the enjoyment of Tech
students.
One of the most important parts of
the organization was the Techwood Tutorial Project, a program in which Georgia
Tech students were paired one-on-one with
an elementary school child. Tutors provided the children with individual attention, assistance with schoolwork, encouragement, and a step in the right direction.
As Thomas Yu, ME senior and a volunteer
with the project said, "It gives me a great
deal of satisfaction to know that I am making a positive contribution in the life of a

FASET
FASET provided the opportunity for incoming freshmen to feel at
home on the Tech campus. This was accomplished through many
activities including campus tours for the first few days and
guidelines to registration. The program provided the freshman
with a basic survival kit which included a course critique, a
campus map and many other informational pamphlets describing extra-curricular activities.
Left to Right: Ted Walker, Carin Burford, Amy Deason, Danny Maun,
Jennifer Eden, Britt Windham, Alison Williams, Brett Rawls, Mike
Wolfensperger. Photo by David Pauli.
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growing child." The Student Center Committee for the Arts helped to promote
cultural awareness on the Tech campus.
The committee accomplished its task by
programming visual and performing arts
events throughout the year.
Tech Television Network was another important part of the organization
and was the biggest committee of the council. The committee produced, directed,
wrote, and edited original video productions for Tech students.
The Homecoming committee was
responsible for the coordination of the
Homecoming celebrations. The committee was responsible for the theme, rules,
and the planning of the campus events.
MOVE (Mobilizing Opportunities for
Volunteer Experience) existed to provide
placements between campus volunteers and
community agencies as well as to educate
the campus about social concerns. Options
offered noncredit classes such as pottery,
silk-screening, and ballroom dancing for
the Tech campus and community. These
programs gave Tech students a meanin gful
way to spend their free time.
The Student/ Faculty Relations Committee planned programs which provided
opportunities for informal interaction between faculty/ staff members and students.
From sponsoring Special Events to
Options to volunteer projects, the organization helped Georgia Tech students learn
leadership skills and have fun at the same
time.oz
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D an People, a steel band per

form on the Student Center
steps. The Programs Board contributed to the cultural awareness
of the campus. Photo by Joel Helms.

I

ce sculpting is practiced by a
visiting artist. Every year the
Programs Board sponsored this interesting display. Photo by Joel
Helms.

Left to Right, Row One: Scott Dellinger, Wallace Jones, Brice Wilson, Sonya Ko, Shawn

Wedgeworth, Donna Nanducci, Tim Light. Row Two: Devin K. Brown, Lihuan L. Wang,
Danny Lin, Boyd R. Beckwith, Jill Zucall, Art Poach, Tony Chan, Rich Steele. Photo by
David Pauli.

Student Center Governing Board
The Student Center Governing Board examined and determined
policies and procedures for the Student Center. The board served
the purpose of creating and implementing new programs which
benefited the students, faculty, and staff of Georgia Tech.
Left to Right, Row One: Brice White, David Rodriguez, Shawn
Wedgeworth. Row Two: Brian Chen, Sonya Ku, Rich Steele. Photo by
Matt Damrau.
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O pposing teams try to get hold
kJ of the ball. A sense of competition was prevalent on the field
as well as in the classroom. Photo

'Tech Students enjoy flag foot
ball. Students were able to
relax and get time away from studies during intramurals. Photo by

by Ted McCrobie.

Ted McCrobie.
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